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  Predictive  coding  has  proven  to  be  effective  for  lossless  image  compression. 

The  predictive  coding  estimates  true  color  of  a  pixel  based  on  the  true  colors  of  its 

neighboring pixels. To enhance the accuracy of the estimation, we propose a new and 

simple  predictive  coding  algorithm  that uses  the  quantized  colors  of  neighboring 

pixels to estimate the true color of a pixel. The estimation is based on the majority of 

quantized colors of the three neighboring pixels. Experiments, over a set of true color 

24-bit images whose colors of pixels are quantized into 2, 4, 8 and 16 colors, show 

that  the  proposed  algorithm  outperforms  some  well  known  lossless  image 

compression algorithms such as JPEG-LS and PNG by factors of two to three in terms 

of compression bit rates. From the results of the experiment, it can be shown that the 

proposed algorithm gives the best compression results when colors are quantized into 

two colors for most of the test images. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

  Apart  from  text  information,  images  are  extensively  utilized  by  current 

application  programs,  especially  in  the  internet  world.  The  image  is  arranged  in  a 

rectangular array, expressed in rows and columns (Blinn, 2005: 82). Each element of 

the  array  is  called  a  pixel.  Pixels  are  the projection of red, green and blue colors in 

which  values  come  from  the  perception  mechanism  of  sensors  in  the  human  retina 

(Blinn,  2005:  82).  A  color  value,  represented  by  a  number  of  bits,  is  one  of  the 

attributes  of  an  image  pixel.  Images  can  be  categorized  into  five  types  (Solomon, 

2007: 248). The first type is a bi-level (monochromatic) image, in which pixels can 

have  only  black  and  white  colors.  A  gray scale  image  is  the  second  type  in  which 

pixels  can  have  different  shades  of  gray colors.  The  third  type  is  a  continuous-tone 

image  in  which  pixels  have  similar  color  with  their  neighbors  (Carpentieri, 

Weinberger and Seroussi, 2000: 1797). Hence, it is sometimes difficult to notice the 

color  differences  of  adjacent  pixels  by  eye.  The  natural  image  belongs  to  this  type. 

The fourth type is a discrete-tone image or a graphical image or an artificial image. 

For these types of images, the colors of adjacent pixels may be identical or different 

and may not be as similar as natural images. The last type is a cartoon-like image. It 

contains many dissimilar areas where adjacent pixel areas can be very different.  

  As  more  and  more  images  are  kept  and  transmitted  over  a  network,  it  is 

essential  to  compress  images  into  smaller  sizes  to  reduce  storage  requirements  and 

transmission  times.  The  major  objective  of  image  compression  is  to  reduce  or 

eliminate  data  redundancies  or  irrelevant  data  which  may  exist  in  the  storing  of  an 

image while maintaining image quality as much as possible, so that the compressed 

image  memory  size  can  be  minimal.  The  data  redundancies  comprise  of  three  basic 

redundancies, namely, coding redundancy, inter-pixel redundancy, and psycho-visual 
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redundancy (Gonzales and Woods, 2002: 411).  Image compression techniques have 

been  classified  into  two  categories;  lossless  and  lossy  compression.  Lossless 

compression reconstructs an image while preserving original information previous to 

the  compression  (Avcibas,  Memon,  Sankur  and  Sayood,  2005:  445;  OwenZhao  and 

He, 2010: 383). Lossless Compression is used in many applications in cases where the 

details  of  data  are  critical  or  where  complex  still  images  are  needed,  such  as  for 

medical photography, business documents, and certain aerial maps. Image file formats 

such as JPEG-LS, PNG, TIFF, GIF etc. use the lossless compression method.   

For lossy compression, some image information may be lost during the processing as 

long  as  the  distortion  of  the  reconstructed  image  is  acceptable  and  cannot  be 

recognized by the human eye.  Lossy compression normally offers better compression 

than  lossless  compression  as  more  information  is  permanently  lost  during  its 

operation. Lossy compression is commonly used for video and audio, where a certain 

amount  of  information  loss  cannot  be  detected  by  the  human  eye.  No  compression 

algorithm  can  handle  all  types  of  images.  Hence,  users  need  to  choose  compression 

algorithms that are suitable for specific image types, as well as consider the tradeoffs 

between  compression  efficiency,  computational  complexity,  and  memory 

requirements (Carpentieri, Weinberger and Seroussi, 2000: 1797). 

  There are several lossless image compression algorithms developed based on 

predictive coding. Predictive coding is a compression method used for text and image 

compression.  It  encodes  the  difference  between  the  current  data  estimation  derived 

from past data and actual current data (Robinson, 2006: 2131) to attain more efficient 

compression.  The  degree  of  efficiency  depends  very  much  on  the  accuracy  of  the 

estimation,  and  as  the  difference  becomes  smaller,  the  information  to  be  encoded 

becomes  smaller  as  well.  There  are  several  lossless  image  compression  algorithms 

which  have  been  developed  using  this  predictive  coding  method  (Weinberger, 

Seroussi,  and  Sapiro,  2000:  1309;  Boulgouris,  Tzovaras  and  Strintzis,  2001:  1;  Liu, 

Qian, Yang, Bo and Li, 2010: 328). JPEG-LS is an example of the predictive coding 

approach which works well on continuous-tone images (Neves and Pinho, 2006: 429). 

It  is  one  of  the  most  popular  lossless  image  compression  algorithms.  Unlike  the 

previous  JPEG  compression,  which  is  lossy  compression  using  the  discrete  cosine 

transform  method  (DCT)  (Neelamani,  De  Queiroz,  Zhigang,  Dash  and  Baraniuk, 
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2006: 1365), JPEG-LS is not complex and works well with gray scale or photographic 

images where color  changes at the boundaries of image areas are smooth (Akimov, 

Kolesnikov  and  Franti,  2007:  114).  However,  its  performance  is  not  as  impressive 

when applied to indexed color or color-map images. 

 

1.1  Statement of the Problem  

  
  An  image  normally  consists  of  regions.  Color  changes  inside  regions  are 

usually  smoother  than  those  near  the  boundaries  of  regions  (Ratakonda  and  Ahuja,  

2002: 1228). 

  One of the problems of predictive coding is that it cannot estimate pixel color 

values very well near edges, boundaries, or when there are sharp transitions of colors 

(Motta, Storer and Carpentieri, 2000: 1790).  This is because predictive coding relies 

on  the  similarities  of  neighboring  pixels  for  the  estimation  (Ciavarella  and  Moffat, 

2005: 125) and, therefore, the dissimilarities of pixel colors near edges or boundaries 

can adversely effect the accuracy of the estimation of the pixel colors. 

. 

1.2  Objectives of the Study  

 

  To improve the compression efficiency of the predictive coding method, a new 

estimation  method  is  proposed  to  give  higher  estimation  accuracy.  The  new 

estimation method relies on the fact that a pixel at the boundary of a region or an edge 

usually has its color value similar or identical to some of its three neighboring pixels 

(adjacent pixels in north, northwest and west direction). Hence, if the majority of its 

neighboring pixels (at least two neighboring pixels) exhibit similar colors, there is a 

high  chance  that  the  current  pixel  will  have  a  color  similar  to  the  colors  of  these 

majority  neighboring  pixels.  Therefore,  the color  value  of  the  current  pixel  can  be 

estimated by averaging the color values of these majority neighboring pixels. If there 

is  no  such  color  similarity  among  the  neighboring  pixels  (all  have  quite  different 

colors),  then  the  color  value  of  the  current  pixel  can  be  simply  estimated  to  be  the 

average of the color values of all the neighboring pixels. To identify whether there is 

such  color  similarity  among the  neighboring  pixels,  a  simple  checking  scheme  is 
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adopted.  Basically,  the  similarity  exists  if  at least  two  neighboring pixels  have  the 

same quantized color. This means that they must have similar color values. It can be 

shown later that by using the proposed estimation scheme the estimation errors can be 

reduced significantly leading to an improvement of compression efficiency.  

Experiments  were  conducted  on  several  24-bit  color  images.  The  colors  of 

each  tested  image  were  quantized  into  2, 4,  8  and  16  colors  using  a  proposed  color 

quantization  technique  (Sirisathikul,  2003: 35-49).  The  color  quantization  technique 

recursively partitions the color space of a given image into two subspaces along the 

color  axis  with  the  highest  variance.    From  the  results  of  the  experiment,  it  can  be 

observed  that  the  proposed  algorithm  can achieve  about  two  to  three  times  better 

compression rates in bits per pixel than the well known lossless image compression 

algorithms such as JPEG-LS and PNG. 

 
 



CHAPTER 2 

 

RELATED COMPRESSION METHODS 

 

2.1  Predictive Method 

 

  Predictive  coding  is  a  lossless  or  error-free  approach  where  the  inter-pixel 

redundancies  of  nearby  pixels  are  eliminated.  The  predictive  coding  performs  a 

statistical  estimation  procedure  on  previous  neighborhood  pixel  values  to  obtain  the 

predicted value of the current pixel. The new information to be encoded is the residual 

error,  which  is  the  difference  between  the actual  and  predicted  value  of  the  current 

pixel. 

Figure 2.1 below shows the Encoder – Decoder components of the predictive 

coding model (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002: 456). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1  Predictive Coding 
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The  main  component  of  the  predictive coding method is the predictor which 

exists in both the encoder and decoder. The predictor computes the predicted value, 

denoted  as  f’n,  from  the  previous  values.  The  residual  error,  denoted  as  en,  is 

computed as the difference between the actual value fn and the predicted value. The 

residual error is encoded to generate the next element of the compressed data stream.   

 

                                                           en = fn – f’n  

 

  The decoder reads the compressed data stream and decodes them to extract the 

en. The decoder computes the predicted value f’n then performs the inverse operation 

to restore the actual value fn. 

 

                                                          fn = en + f’n 

 

Let the sequence of numbers shown in Figure 2.2 (a) be the input data stream 

to  be  compressed.  Each  number  in  the  sequence  is  between  1  and  9  and  so  can  be 

encoded as 4 bit binary string.   

 

 

        

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2  Illustration of (a) Input Data and (b) Encoded Data Using Predictive 

Coding 

(b) 

(a) 
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  Let the predicted value of the current number be computed by adding one to 

the  previous  number  in  the  sequence.  The residual  errors,  which  are  the  differences 

between the numbers and their predicted values, are shown in Figure 2.2 (b). It can be 

seen  that  most  of  the  residual  error  values  are  0,  1  and  -1  and  so  the  residual  error 

sequence has very low redundancies or entropies. Therefore, according to Shannon’s 

theory,  the  residual  error  sequence  can  be  encoded  with  fewer  bits  to  represent  the 

image than the original input data which requires 4-bit binary representation for each 

number. 

 

2.2  Predictive Method: JPEG-LS 

 

  JPEG-LS is a well-known lossless image compression algorithm developed by 

the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), a joint ISO/ITU committee. JPEG-LS 

consists of two modes; run mode and regular mode. In run mode, consecutive pixels 

with common color values are encoded using a run length scheme.  In regular mode, 

the  color  values  of  neighbor pixels  are  used  to  predict  the  color  value  of  a  pixel 

(Jiang,  Liu  and  Hou,  2003:  198).  There  are  eight  different  predictive  schemes 

proposed  by  the  JPEG-LS  standard,  in  which  a  user  can  try  to  give  the  best 

compression for a given image. The first scheme makes no prediction, i.e. ̂ 0I= . The 

next  three  schemes  are  called  one-dimensional  predictors.  The  schemes  make 

predictions based solely on the color value of the previous pixel on the current line. 

The four other schemes are called two dimensional prediction schemes. The schemes 

make predictions based on the color values of previous pixels in a left-to-right, top-to-

bottom  scan  of  an  image.  The  eight  prediction  schemes  of  JPEG-LS  are  as  follows 

(Sayood, 2000: 3-5;  Zhigang, 4Xin, Xiumin and Hongmei, 2010: 723-726): 

 

            ̂(, ) 0Ii j=                                                                                   (1) 

           ̂(, ) ( 1, )Iij Ii j= −                                                      (2)                     

       ̂(, ) (, 1)Iij Iij= −                           (3) 

       ̂(, ) ( 1, 1)Ii j Ii j= − −                                                (4) 
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       ̂(,) (, 1) ( 1,) ( 1, 1)Ii j Ii j Ii j Ii j= − + − + − −                    (5) 

     ̂(, ) (, 1) (( 1, ) ( 1, 1))/2Ii j Ii j I i j Ii j= − + − + − −                       (6)  

     ̂(, ) ( 1, ) ((, 1) ( 1, 1))/2Iij Ii j Iij Ii j= − + − + − −  (7)                           

     ̂(, ) ( 1, ) (, 1)/2Ii j Ii j Ii j= − + −                                                  (8) 

  Where ̂(, )Iij is the predicted color value of the current pixel at the coordinate 

(, )ij. (, 1)Ii j− ,   ( 1, 1)Ii j− − and  ( 1, )Ii j−  are the color values of the adjacent pixels 

located in the north, northwest and west directions respectively. 

  JPEG-LS chooses one of the seven predictors to operate on a pixel in regular 

mode (Zhigang et al., 2010: 723). The JPEG-LS encoder examines the context of the 

current  pixel  and  decides  whether  to  encode  the  current  pixel  in  run  mode  or  in 

regular  mode.  (Chip-Hong,  Pengfei,  Rui  and  Srikanthan,  2005:  237).  If  the  context 

suggests that the pixels following the current pixel are identical, the encoder selects 

the run mode. Otherwise it selects the regular mode. In the regular mode, the encoder 

uses the values of context pixels to predict pixel X, and subtracts the predicted value 

from X to obtain the residual error for encoding. In run mode, the encoder starts at the 

current pixel and finds the longest run of pixels that are identical to the current pixel. 

Since all pixels in the run are identical to the current pixel, only the length of the run 

needs to be encoded. JPEG-LS uses Huffman coding as its standard encoding scheme. 

 

2.3  Predictive Method: PNG 

 

  Portable  Network  Graphics  (PNG)  is  based  on  a  predictive  scheme  and 

entropy  coding  (Bojkovic  and  Milovanovic, 2001:  439).  PNG  format  supports  true 

colors (16 million colors) and many types of images, e.g. gray scale or indexed, and 

works  well  on  web  browsers  (Santa-Cruz  and  Ebrahimi,  2000).  PNG  compression 

operates  on  an  image  in  two  phases.  The  first  phase  is  the  data  filtering  which 

converts pixel color values to numbers. The data filtering is performed on a byte basis 

which  means  that  the  given  image  data  is viewed  as  a  stream  of  bytes.  Each  pixel 

color value may be one or two bytes long, or several pixel values can be packed into a 

single  byte.  This  depends  on  the  type  of  image.  The  second  phase  is  to  encode  the 
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output byte stream from the first phase.  PNG offers five filtering methods (Solomon, 

2007: 248-250 ), which are as follows: 

Filtering type  0 :  No filtering 

Filtering  type  1  :  Set  byte ,ijB   to  the  difference , ,ij i tjB B−−   (the  byte  of  the  north 

pixel) 

Filtering  type  2  :  Set  byte ,ijB   to  the  difference   , , 1ij ijB B −−   (the  byte  of  the  west 

pixel) 

Filtering type 3 : Set byte ,ijB  to the difference , , , 1( )/2ij i tj ijB B  B− −− +  

Filtering type 4 : Set byte ,ijB  to ,ijB – Paeth predict , , 1  , 1( , ,  )i tj ij i tjB B B− − − −  

          Where  t  is  the interval  between  the  current  byte ,ijB   and  its  correlated 

predecessor, ,i tjB−  is the byte of the neighboring pixel to the north and , 1i tjB− −  is 

the  byte  of  the  neighboring  pixel  in  the  northwest  direction,  and  Paeth  predict  is  a 

prediction  function  that  chooses  whichever  of  its  three parameters  is  closest  to 

, , 1  , 1i tj ij i tjB B B− − − −+ − .  The  improvement  on  compression  can  be  achieved  by 

adaptively choosing different filtering types on a row by row basis using a heuristic 

method.  The  combination  of  the LZ77  algorithm  and  the Huffman  coding  called 

Deflate is used as the encoding scheme in PNG. 

 

2.4  Color Quantization 

 

  Since  low  cost  devices  can  display  or  print  images  with  a  small  number  of 

colors  (Xin,  Sam  and  Ju-fu,  2002:  904),  color  reduction  must  be  performed  on  the 

images  before  being  displayed  or  printed  on  the  low  cost  devices.    Color  reduction 

also helps to reduce the size of an image and therefore storage requirements for the 

image.  The  most  common  used  method  for  the  color  reduction  of  images  is  color 

quantization  (Papamarkos,  Atsalakis and  Strouthopoulos,  2002:  44).  Color 

quantization is the process of dividing the color space of an image into regions. Each 

region  can  then  be  represented  by  a  representative  color  (Yik-Hing  and  Yuk-Hee, 

2006: 1985-1992), normally the centroid of the region. Generally, there are two steps 

in  the  color  quantization  process  (Puzicha,  Held,  Ketterer,  Buhmann  and  Fellner, 

2000:  666).  The  first  is  to  divide  the  color space  into  a  set  of representative  colors 
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using some  clustering approaches,  and the second is to map one of the representative 

colors to each pixel in the image.  

  Hence,  a  color  image  can  be  represented  using  the  representative  colors 

instead of the original colors and so it will take fewer bits to present. However, this 

representation scheme introduces image distortion that needs to be minimized. Image 

distortion can be measured by the total quantization error which is the sum of squared 

distances  between  actual  pixel  colors  and their  color  representatives.  The  distance 

between  a  pair  of  color  points  can  be  measured  using  the  Euclidean  Distance  as 

follows: 

 

 

   2 2 2(,) ( ) ( ) ( )m n m n m n m ndc c r r g g b b= − + − + −                          (9)  

 

 Where the (,)m ndc c  is the Euclidean distance between the two color points, mc 

and nc,  mr, mg and mb are the color values of mc on the red, green and blue color 

axes respectively, and nr, ng and nb are the color values of nc on red, green and blue 

color axes, respectively. 

There  had  been  several  proposed  color  quantization  methods  (Chip-Hong  

et al., 2005: 237; Ozdemir and Akarun,  2002: 1785; Li, Yuan, Yu and  Yuan,  2003: 

3165; Hu and  Su, 2008: 29). In this dissertation, a fast and effective proposed color 

quantization method (Sirisathikul, 2003: 35-49)  is to be used. The method is based on 

recursively partitioning color sub regions using a plane perpendicular to the color axis 

with  the  highest  color  variance.  As  color points  spread  widely  along  this  color  axis 

due to the high variance, partitioning the color sub region into two smaller parts along 

this  axis  reduces  the  total  quantization  error  more  than  the  two  other  axes.    The 

processes of color quantization methods can be described step by step as following:  

  Step 1: Color points of the image are sorted in ascending order based on the 

color values for each of the color axes.  A sorted list of the color points for each color 

axis is created. 
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Step  2:  The  axis  with  the  highest  variance of color values of the current sub 

region is selected to be the principal axis for partitioning the sub region.  

Step 3: Identification of the thm  color point in the sorted list of the principal 

axis  is  made  to  become  the  partitioning  point  where  the  cutting  plane  will  pass 

through. Figure 2.3 shows an example where a sub region C (displayed with only two 

dimensions)  is  partitioned  into  two  smaller  sub  regions, 1C  and 2C,  using  the thm  

color point as the partitioning point. After the partitioning, the total quantization error 

of the sub region Cis the sum of the total quantization errors of 1C and 2C. Figure 

2.4  shows  the  relationship  between  the  total  quantization  error  of  the  sub  region C 

and  the  position  of  the  partitioning  point  (line  3),  the  relationship  between  the  total 

quantization  error  of 1C  and  the  position  of  the  partitioning  point  (line  1),  and  the 

relationship  between  the  total  quantization  error  of 2C  and  the  position  of  the 

partitioning point (line 2).  As the position of the partitioning point moves from the 

first to the thn (last) color point in the sorted list, the total quantization error of 1C 

increases from zero to the maximum value, while the total quantization error of 2C 

decreases  from  maximum  value  to  zero.    Hence,  the  total  quantization  error  of  sub 

regionC,  which  is  the  sum  of  the  total  quantization  errors  of 1C  and 2C,  becomes 

minimal at the point where the two quantization errors of  1C and 2C are equal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3  The Sub Region Partitioning Using the mth Point along the Principal Axis as 

the Partitioning Point 
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Let jc and 1jc+  be two adjacent color points in the sorted list of the principal  

axis, and 2
1(, )j j jD dcc+= , where 1(, )j jdcc+  is the Euclidean distance between the two  

adjacent color points. Let idsum be the sum of the squared Euclidean distances,   

1D to iD as follows:  

                    
1

i

i j

j

dsum D
=

=∑                                       (10)  

 

It can be shown  that the position of the optimal partitioning point that 

 yields the minimal value of the quantization of the sub region can be determined by 

 the following equation. 

 

    
1 1

/
i n

ii i
i i

centroidDist f dsum f
= =

= •∑ ∑                          (11) 

 

Where if  is  the  number  of  pixels  whose  color  corresponds  to  the 
thi  color 

point ic,  and  the  centroidDist  value  is  the  distance  from 1c  (the  first  point)  to  the 

optimal partitioning point, the thm  point along the principal axis (see Figure 2.5).   

 

 

Figure 2.4  The Relationships between  the Total Quantization Errors of the Current  

                    Sub Region, C1 and C2  and the Position of the Partitioning Point 
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Step 4:  The current sub region C is partitioned into two smaller sub-regions 1C and 

2C, using the partitioning point identified from step 3.  Each of the three sorted lists, 

one for each axis, is also split into two lists according to the partitioning point. 

Step 5: The partitioning process from step 2 to 4 is performed recursively on 

both 1C and 2C until the number of sub regions equals a specified value.   

  Finally, the centroids of all sub-regions will represent the quantized colors of 

the  given  color  space.  The  outputs  from  the  color  quantization  process,  all  the 

centroids, will be used in the proposed predictive coding that will be discussed later in 

Chapter 3. 

 

2.5  Huffman Coding 

 

  Huffman  Coding  is  an  encoding  algorithm  for  creating  prefix  codes  to 

represent distinct data symbols. A data symbol with a high probability of usage gets a 

short unique prefix code while a data symbol with a low probability of usage gets a 

long  one.    Using  such  prefix  codes  to  represent  data  symbols  in  a  data  stream,  the 

number  of  bits  to  be  used  to  represent  the  data  stream  can  be  minimized.  To  build 

such prefix codes, a binary tree, called a Huffman tree, is constructed using the usage 

probabilities of all the possible symbols. Initially, the tree consists of only leaf nodes.  

Each is a sub-tree of the final tree and represents each of the symbols.  A new sub-tree 

is formed one at a time by creating a root node of the new sub-tree and removing two 

current sub-trees to become the sub-ordinates of the root node. The usage probability 

of a sub-tree is defined to be the sum of the usage probabilities of all symbols at the 

leaf  nodes  of  the  sub  tree.       Two  of  the  current  sub-trees  with  the  lowest  usage 

 

Figure 2.5  The Optimal Partitioning Point at the thm  Color  Point along the 
                   Principal Axis 
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probabilities are always chosen to become the sub-ordinates of the root of the new sub 

tree.  With  this  greedy  selection  strategy,  leaf  nodes  with  low  usage  probabilities 

would have a high chance to be chosen early and so they would be deep and located 

far from the root of the final tree, while the leaf node with a high usage probability 

would  not  be  selected  early  and  so  they  would  have  low  depth.  The  process  of 

creating new sub-trees is performed repeatedly until only one final tree is left.  Each 

outgoing edge from a node in the final tree is then assigned with a bit symbol of 0 or 

1, i.e. 0 for the edge of the left sub-ordinate and 1 for the other. The prefix code for a 

symbol on a leaf node is a string of 0s and 1s along the edges of the path from the root 

to the leaf node. Figure 2.6 shows an example of building a Huffman tree and prefix 

code assignment for five input symbols, a1, a2, a3, a4 and a5 with usage probabilities 

of  0.4,  0.2,  0.2,  0.1  and  0.1  respectively.       Notice  that  an  input  symbol  with  high 

usage probability such as a1 will have low depth and hence a short prefix code while 

an input symbol with low usage probability such as a5 will have high depth and so a 

long prefix code.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6  Building of a Huffman Tree and the Prefix Code Assignments 
 
 
 
 
 

 



CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY FRAMEWORK 

 

  The main objective of the proposed lossless image compression method is to 

improve the accuracy of the prediction in the predictive coding scheme so the residual 

errors become small and require few bits to encode. The proposed prediction scheme 

relies on the fact that any pixel in an image is usually similar to some of its neighbors. 

If we can determine which of these neighbors are likely to be similar to the current 

pixel,  we  can  use  the  color values  of  these  neighboring  pixels  to  estimate  the  color 

value of the current pixel more accurately. In the proposed prediction scheme, three 

neighboring pixels of the current pixel are to be considered for the prediction.  They 

are  the  neighboring  pixels  in  the  north,  northwest  and  west  directions.    The  main 

heuristic  to  determine  which of  these  three  neighbors  are  likely  to  be  similar  to  the 

current  pixel  is  to  check  whether  at  least  two  (majority)  of  the  neighboring  pixels 

belong to the same region of quantized colors or not. If so, these neighboring pixels 

are similar to the others and therefore the current pixel is likely to be similar to these 

pixels too. In this case, the neighboring pixels and the current pixels could be in an 

area of the image in which the pixels are quite similar.  In the case where there is no 

majority  in  the  three  neighboring  pixels belonging  to  the  same  region  of  quantized 

colors, the color value of the current pixel is estimated to be the average value of the 

color values of the three neighboring pixels. 

  The encoding part of the proposed lossless image compression comprises three 

main  tasks.  The  first  task  is  to  perform  color  quantization  with  a  given  number  of 

regions on the input image using the method discussed in section 2. The output from 

the  first  task  is  the  centroids  of  all  the  regions.  The  next  task  is  to  calculate  the 

predicted color value of each pixel, one at a time, starting from the leftmost column to 

the rightmost column and from the top row to the bottom row, based on the quantized  
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colors of their adjacent pixels.  The residual error of each pixel is also computed. The 

last task is to encode the residual errors as well as some parameters, such as the 

 number  of  centroids  and the  values  of  the  centroids,  using  the  Huffman  Coding 

method.  

  The decoding part of the proposed method performs a reversed process by first 

decoding the Huffman codes, then calculating the predicted color value of each pixel 

based on the quantized colors of its neighboring pixels, before finally calculating the 

original color value of the pixel by adding the predicted value with the decoded error 

residuals. The whole process of the proposed method is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1  The Proposed Lossless Compression Process 
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The  prediction  scheme  of  the  proposed algorithm  depends on the location of 

the  current  pixel  ( , )ij.  Consider  the  three  adjacent  pixels, N, NW  and W,  of  the 

current pixel X (see Figure 3.2). Let cX, cN, cNWand cWrepresent the pixel color 

values of  

 

X, N, NWand W respectively. The prediction scheme uses the following rules to 

estimate the color value of X, 'X: 

 

1) If the current pixel is the top leftmost one; then there is no prediction since 

there are no adjacent pixels and no prior information for prediction. So in this case, 

' 0X= , otherwise; 

2)  If  the  current  pixel X  is  not  the  top  leftmost  one  but  is  in  the  first  row, 

then ' cX W= ,  otherwise; 

3) If the current pixel X is not the top leftmost one but is in the first column, 

then ' cX N= ,  otherwise; 

4) In this case, the current pixel X has all three adjacent pixels. If at least two 

of  the  three  adjacent  pixels  have  their  colors  located  in  the  same  quantized  color 

regions,  'X=  the  average  value  of  the  color  values  of  these  pixels;  otherwise,  the 

three adjacent pixels have their colors located in different quantized color regions, and 

so  'X=  the  average  value  of  the  color  values  of  the  three  pixels.  To  find  which 

quantized color region a pixel color belongs to, we can simply search for the region 

that has the nearest centroid from the pixel color.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2  The Positions of Three Adjacent Pixels. N, NWand W, of the Current 

pixel X 
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 Since rule 4 is applicable to most of the pixels of an image, the residual errors 

caused  by  the  prediction  under  the rule  will  be  discussed.  Let nd  be  the  longest 

distance between any pair of color points located in any n color regions produced by 

the color quantization method, 0d be the longest distance between any pair of color 

points  of  the  given  image,  i.e.  without  color  quantization,  and nα  be  the  proportion 

between nd and  0d. The nα must have a value of between 0 and 1. Let us consider 

the case under rule 4 of the prediction scheme that at least two of the three adjacent 

pixels  of Xhave  their  pixel  colors  located  in  the  same  color  region.    Let d  be  the 

distance from cX to the farthest color point of an adjacent pixel whose color is located 

in the same region. Letfbe the frequency or probability that the case happens and cX 

is  also  located  in  the  same region  (see  Figure  3.3).  Clearly, 'X,  the  centroid  of  the 

adjacent pixel colors, must lie within the sphere in which the center is at cX and the 

radius is equal to d. Hence, in this case, the residual error 'cX X−  must be less than 

or equal to d, and so must be less than or equal to nd. On the other hand, with the 

probability1 f− , either cX is not located in the same region as the colors of the two 

or three adjacent pixels (see Figure 3.4), or the colors of all three adjacent pixels are 

located in different color regions.  For the former,  'X must lie within the sphere in 

which center is at cX and the radius is equal to d.  For the latter, 'X must lie within 

the sphere in which the center is at cX and the radius is equal to the distance from cX 

to the farthest color among those of the three adjacent pixels.  For either of the two 

cases,  the  residual  error 'cX X−   must  be  less  than  or  equal  to 0d.   Therefore,  the 

upper bound of the expected value of the residual error E can be computed as follows: 

 

   ( )0' 1c nX X E fd fd− = ≤ + −                                              (12) 

                                  0 0  0nf d d fdα≤ + −                                            (13) 

                         ( )0 01 nd fdα≤ + −                                              (14)

                      ( )( )01 1 n fdα≤ − −                                          (15) 

 

  We  need  to  minimize  the  expected  value  of  the  residual  error E  in  order  to 

achieve the best compression rate. To minimizeE, we will try to minimize its upper 
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bound  instead.  From  the  above  inequalities,  the  upper  bound  can  be  minimal  if  the 

value ( )1 n fα−  is maximal. The relationship between   f and nα can be described 

by Figure 3.5. As n becomes larger, nα becomes smaller since each region becomes 

smaller. As each region becomes smaller and nα  decreases from the value of one, the 

probability f also decreases from the value of one and approaches toward zero.   

  From the figure, we can see that the value ( )1 n fα−  corresponds to the size of 

the  shaded  rectangle  area.  As nαdecreases  from  the  value  of  one,  the  size  of  the 

rectangle increases until nα reaches the optimal value where the rectangle becomes 

its  largest.  If nα  continues  to  decrease,  the  size  of  the  rectangle  then  decreases. 

Therefore,  there  is  an  optimal  number  of quantization  colors  that  yields  the  best 

compression rate for a particular given image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3  a) A scenario where two of the three adjacent pixels of X as well as X

have their colors located in the same color region (a circle with a solid

line).  b)  A  scenario  where  the  three  adjacent  pixels  of X  as  well  as X

have their colors located in the same color region (a circle with a solid

line). 
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Figure 3.4  a) A scenario where two of the three adjacent pixels of X but not X have

their  colors  located  in  the  same  color  region  (a  circle  with  a  solid  line) 

b) A scenario where the three adjacent pixels of X    but  not X    have  their

colors located in the same color region (a circle with a solid line). 
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Figure 3.5  Relationship between nα and f 

 



CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT  

 

  Experiments  were  performed  to  evaluate  the  performance  of  the  proposed 

method  on  thirty  true  color  images  shown in  Figure  4.1-4.3.  The  test  images  are 

divided  into  three  groups;  large,  medium  and  small  images.  Table  4.1  shows  the 

general characteristics of the thirty images. The proposed algorithm was implemented 

using  MATLAB  programming.  The  implementation  consists  of  four  steps,  namely 

preprocessing,  color  quantization,  residual  error  calculation  and  Huffman  Coding, 

respectively. The colors of each image were quantized into regions of 2, 4, 8 and 16. 

Table 4.2 displays the compression results of the proposed algorithm in bit rate per one 

color plane when compared with those of JPEG-LS and PNG methods. It can be seen 

from the results that the proposed algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms for 

all test images by factors of between 2 to 3 in terms of the bit rate. This implies that the 

proposed  algorithm  possesses  better  color  value  estimation  which  yields  smaller 

residual errors, and therefore a reduced number of bits are needed to encode the errors. 

Tables 4.3-4.32 show the numbers of pixels where two or three adjacent pixels have 

colors lying in the same color region, for the thirty test images respectively.  From the 

tables,  it  can  be  seen  that  most  pixels  in the  test  images  have  at  least  two  adjacent 

pixels  of  any  pixel  located  in  the  same color  region.  As  the  number  of  quantized 

colors increases, the number of at least two adjacent pixels having their colors lying in 

the same color region decreases for all the images. This may be due to the fact that as 

more  color  spaces  are  partitioned,  the  sizes  of  color  regions  become  smaller  and 

therefore  the  frequency  of  at  least  two  adjacent  pixels  having  their  colors  lie  in  the 

same  color  region.    From  chapter  3,  it has  been  shown  that  the  compression  rate 

achieved by the proposed algorithm depends on the expected value of residua errors 

(prediction errors). The expected value needs to be minimized in order to achieve the 

best bit rate of compression. The upper bound of the expected value has been shown 

to inversely depend on the number of quantized colors or the sizes of the color regions 

and  proportionally  depend  on  the  frequency  that  at  least  two  adjacent  pixels  of  any 
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pixel  be  located  in  the  same  color  region. Therefore,  there  is  an  optimal  number  of 

quantized  colors  to  be  used  to  achieve  the best compression rate for a given image. 

The results of the experiment show that the number of quantized colors that yields the 

best compression rate for all test images is two. This may imply that for most of the 

images,  the  best  sizes  of  color  regions  which  yield  the  minimal  upper  bound  of 

expected residual errors could be about half of the size of the given image color space. 

Hence,  the  color  quantization  of  two regions  may  be  enough  for  the  proposed 

algorithm, and so the running time of the algorithm can be reduced significantly.  This 

conclusion may not be universally true depending on the degree of similarities among 

the  colors  of  the  adjacent  pixels  in  a  given  image.  However,  the  number  of  color 

quantization  colors  can  be  tried  starting  from  2,  4,  8,  and  so  on,  until  the  best 

compression rate is reached. The test images sorted by their achieved bit rates at the 

number of quantization colors of two are illustrated in Table 4.33.  It can be seen from 

the  table  that  images  with  higher  percentages  of  a  number  of  pixels  with  three 

adjacent pixels located in a same region tend to achieve better bit rates than those with 

lower percentages in the number of such pixels. This observation implies that if the 

percentage  becomes  higher,  more  pixels  can  get  less  residual  errors  from  the 

predictive  encoding  scheme  and  therefore experience  better  bit  rate  compression. 

Table  4.34  shows  the  running  time  of  the  proposed  algorithm  running  on  the  test 

images.  The  pre-processing  step  involves  the  calculation  of  the  number  of  distinct 

pixel colors in a given image. The running time of the step depends on the number of 

pixels  and  the  number  of  distinct  colors.  The  color  quantization  step  running  time 

depends on the number of distinct pixel colors and the number of quantization colors. 

The running times of the residual error calculation and Huffman coding steps depend 

very  much  on  the  number  of  pixels  and  the  number  of  quantized  colors.  Both  are 

accounted as main contributors to the total running time. As the proposed method was 

implemented in the MATLAB, it was quite slow to run.  The implementation can be 

optimized  to  improve  the  running  time. The  running  time  was  not  compared  with 

those  of  JPEG-LS  and  PNG  since  the  two  methods  were  performed  by  commercial 

software so the running times of the two methods cannot be comparable with that of 

the proposed method.   For future work, some other languages such as C or OpenCL 

can  be  used  to  implement  the  method  to  significantly  improve  the  running  time. 
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1. boat 3. goldhill 

4. monarch 5. kodim01 6. kodim02 

2. girl 

7. kodim03 8.kodim04 

9. kodim05 

10. kodim06 11. kodim07 12. kodim08 

Figure 4.1  The Twelve Large-Size Test  Images 
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13. airplane 15. cablecar 

16. cornfield 17. flowers 

19. lena 

14. baboon 

20. pens 21.pepper 

22. tiffany 23. yacht 

18. fruits 

Figure 4.2  The Eleven Medium-Size Test  Images 
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24. couple 25. girl2 26. girl3 

27. jellybean 28. house 

 

29. tree 

30. sandiego 

Figure 4.3  The Seven Small-Size Test Images 
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Table 4.1  The General Characteristics of the Thirty  Test Images 

 

Image’s Name  Size (No. of Pixels)  Number of Colors 

1. boat 787 x 576  (453,312) 140,971 

2. girl 720 x 576  (414,720) 96,395 

3. goldhill 720 x 576   (414,720)  90,966 

4. monarch 768 x 512   (393,216) 78,617 

5. kodim01 768 x 512   (393,216) 19,182 

6. kodim02 768 x 512   (393,216) 13,452 

7. kodim03 768 x 512   (393,216) 34,871 

8. kodim04 512 x 768    (393,216) 31,716 

9. kodim05 768 x 512   (393,216) 63,558 

10. kodim06 768 x 512   (393,216) 25,964 

11. kodim07 768 x 512   (393,216) 37,552 

12. kodim08 768 x 512   (393,216) 45,558 

13. airplane 512 x 512   (262,144) 77,041 

14. baboon 500 x 480   (240,000) 220 

15. cablecar 512 x 480   (245,760) 130,416 

16. cornfield 500 x 480   (240,000) 134,514 

17. flowers 500 x 362    (181,000) 89,648 

18. fruits 512 x 480   (245,760) 160,476 

19. lena 512 x 512   (262,144) 59,823 

20. pens 512 x 480   (245,760) 121,057 

21. pepper 512 x 512   (262,144) 183,525 

22. tiffany 512 x 512   (262,144) 79,432 

23. yacht 512 x 480   (245,760) 150,053 

24. couple 256 x 256    (65,536) 26,565 

25. girl2 256 x 256    (65,536) 32,519 

26. girl3 256 x 256    (65,536) 40,879 

27. jellybean 256 x 256    (65,536) 18,646 

28. house 256 x 256    (65,536) 33,925 

29. tree 256 x 256    (65,536) 44,380 

30. sandiego 256 x 256    (65,536) 44,753 
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Table 4.2  Results of the Experiments in Average Bit Rate Per Color Plane 

 

Number of Quantized Colors 

Image’s Name 

 

 JPEG-LS  PNG 2  4  8  16 

1. boat 787 x 576 3.79  4.19  1.53  1.62  1.69  1.73 

2. girl 720 x 576  4.07  4.36  1.50  1.53  1.58  1.61 

3. goldhill 720 x 576  4.58  4.98  2.15  2.21  2.30  2.33 

4. monarch  768 x 512  3.68  4.09  2.75  2.78  2.81  2.86 

5. kodim01  768 x 512  3.42  4.88  1.92  2.28  2.39  2.38 

6. kodim02  768 x 512  3.06  4.10  2.10  2.14  2.19  1.58 

7. kodim03  768 x 512  2.54  3.34  1.60  1.62  1.64  1.69 

8. kodim04  512 x 768  3.09  4.22  1.82  1.92  1.97  2.05 

9. kodim05  768 x 512  3.65  5.21  2.65  2.74  2.80  2.81 

10. kodim06  768 x 512  3.14  4.13  1.95  2.08  2.18  2.15 

11. kodim07  768 x 512  2.73  3.76  1.72  1.81  1.88  1.94 

12. kodim08  768 x 512  3.67  5.22  2.34  2.45  2.49  2.49 

13. airplane  512 x 512  3.86  4.24  1.18  1.25  1.26  1.27 

14. baboon  500 x 480  6.21  5.76  2.75  2.80  2.83  2.81 

15. cablecar  512 x 480  3.98  4.46  2.12  2.18  2.20  2.24 

16. cornfield  512 x 480  4.47  4.88  2.11  2.25  2.30  2.27 

17. flowers  500 x 362  4.57  5.04  2.26  2.30  2.34  2.37 

18 fruits 512 x 480  4.03  4.47  2.11  2.15  2.20  2.25 

19. lena 512 x 512  4.48  5.53  2.08  2.14  2.20  2.25 

20. pens 512 x 480  4.16  4.47  2.03  2.08  2.17  2.25 

21. pepper  512 x 512  4.81  5.06  1.86  1.90  1.95  2.02 

22. tiffany 512 x 512  3.78  4.04  1.02  1.03  1.03  1.03 

23. yacht 512 x 480  3.96  4.41  2.04  2.10  2.20  2.21 

24. couple 256 x 256  3.84  4.31  2.54  2.58  2.64  2.66 

25. girl2 256 x 256  4.39  4.72  2.33  2.42  2.51  2.57 

26. girl3 256 x 256  3.82  4.19  1.65  1.71  1.75  1.79 

27. jelly 256 x 256  2.64  3.05  1.25  1.27  1.27  1.26 

28. house 256 x 256  4.11  4.43  1.36  1.41  1.68  1.79 

29. tree 256 x 256  4.72  5.29  2.18  2.18  2.22  2.19 

30. sandiego  256 x 256  5.09  5.78  1.88  1.98  1.99  1.94 
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Table 4.3  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Boat Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  433,050 (95.53%)  18,900 - 

4  382,806 (84.45%)  67,575 1,569 

8  319,650 (70.51%)  122,682 9,618 

16  242,782 (53.58%)  175,509 33,659 

 

Table 4.4  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Girl Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  402,977 (97.17%)  10,448 - 

4  364,798 (87.96%)  48,063 564 

8  297,786 (71.80%)  112,002 3,637 

16  221,184 (53.33%)  171,757 20,484 

 

Table 4.5  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Goldhill Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  369,488 (89.09%)  43,937 - 

4  323,287 (77.95%)  87,660 2,478 

8  265,257 (63.96%)  132,265 15,903 

16  204,342 (49.27%)  174,127 34,956 
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Table 4.6  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Monarch Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  359,472 (91.42%)  32,465 - 

4  342,662 (87.14%)  45,301 3,974 

8  304,845 (77.53%)  76,233 10,859 

16  255,361 (64.94%)  114,751 21,825 

 

Table 4.7  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Kodim01 Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  346,715 (88.17%)  45,222 - 

4  265,972 (67.64%)  117,071 8,894 

8  179,192 (45.57%)  179,097 33,648 

16  115,767 (29.44%)  189,933 86,237 

 

Table 4.8  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Kodim02 Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  372,936 (94.84%)  19,001 - 

4  356,708 (90.72%)  32,638 2,591 

8  259,480 (65.99%)  125,531 6,926 

16  231,823 (58.96%)  142,628 17,506 
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Table 4.9  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Kodim03 Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  372,842 (94.82%)  19,095 - 

4  356,253 (90.60%)  35,057 627 

8  338,429 (86.67%)  50,804 2,677 

16  311,642 (79.25%)  70,558 9,737 

 

Table 4.10  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Kodim04 Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  360,654 (91.72%)  31,283 - 

4  323,217 (82.20%)  67,343 1,377 

8  284,082 (72.25%)  103,279 4,576 

16  219,317 (55.78%)  152,387 20,233 

 

Table 4.11  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Kodim05 Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  317,283 (80.69%)  74,654 - 

4  258,480 (65.73%)  119,073 14,384 

8  207,866 (52.86%)  149,287 34,784 

16  162,354 (41.29%)  165,074 64,509 
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Table 4.12  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Kodim06 Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  340,492 (86.59%)  51,445 - 

4  295,642 (75.19%)  91,553 4,742 

8  233,347 (59.34%)  137,873 20,717 

16  186,973 (47.55%)  149,037 55,927 

 

Table 4.13  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Kodim07 Image 

 
Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  361,166 (91.85%)  30,771 - 

4  328,093 (83.44%)  60,069 3,775 

8  289,095 (73.52%)  90,927 11,915 

16  289,095 (73.52%)  120,529 29,095 

 

Table 4.14  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Kodim08 Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  323,792 (82.34%)  68,145 - 

4  250,640 (63.74%)  129,897 11,400 

8  193,802 (49.29%)  163,704 34,431 

16  141,459 (35.97%)  181,488 68,990 
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Table 4.15  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Airplane Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  250,322 (95.49%)  10,799 - 

4  231,362 (88.26%)  28,279 1,480 

8  213,683 (81.51%)  42,210 5,228 

16  173,080 (66.02%)  71,785 16,256 

 

Table 4.16  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Baboon Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  188,764 (78.65%)  50,257 - 

4  161,952 (67.48%)  73,072 3,997 

8  113,581 (47.33%)  106,742 18,698 

16  73,805 (30.75%)  119,486 45,730 

 

Table 4.17  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Cablecar Image 

 
Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  227,708 (90.62%)  17,061 - 

4  202,545 (82.42%)  40,764 1,460 

8  178,952 (72.82%)  58,821 6,996 

16  153,172 (62.33%)  75,880 15,717 
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Table 4.18  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Cornfield Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  208,687 (84.91%)  36,082 - 

4  170,288 (69.29%)  69,024 5,457 

8  135,671 (55.20%)  87,823 21,275 

16  104,966 (42.71%)  93,576 46,227 

 

Table 4.19  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Flowers Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  170,126 (93.99%)  10,013 - 

4  148,452 (82.02%)  30,184 1,503 

8  122,047 (67.43%)  50,288 7,804 

16  90,113 (49.79%)  70,101 19,925 

 

Table 4.20  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Fruits Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  237,743 (96.74%)  7,026 - 

4  219,424 (89.28%)  25,184 161 

8  189,702 (77.19%)  53,454 1,613 

16  155,241 (63.17%)  81,283 8,245 
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Table 4.21  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Lena Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  245,085 (93.49%)  16,036 - 

4  213,463 (81.43%)  45,707 1,951 

8  173,966 (66.36%)  79,643 7,512 

16  123,673 (47.18%)  114,712 22,736 

 

Table 4.22  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Pens Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  225,768 (91.87%)  19,001 - 

4  216,091 (87.93%)  27,430 1,248 

8  184,729 (75.17%)  56,923 3,117 

16  140,220 (57.06%)  93,350 11,199 

 

Table 4.23  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Pepper Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  248,857 (94.93%)  12,264 - 

4  224,399 (85.06%)  35,985 737 

8  189,682 (72.36%)  67,894 3,545 

16  130,261 (49.69%)  117,195 13,665 
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Table 4.24  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Tiffany Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  255,955 (97.64%)  5,166 - 

4  243,152 (92.76%)  17,274 695 

8  222,026 (84.70%)  34,554 4,541 

16  186,265 (71.05%)  60,162 14,694 

 

Table 4.25  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Yacht Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  220,833 (89.86%)  23,936 - 

4  200,450 (81.56%)  42,816 1,503 

8  166,094 (67.58%)  71,652 7,023 

16  130,653 (53.16%)  96,740 17,376 

 

Table 4.26  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Couple Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  58,023 (88.54%)  7,002 - 

4  49,340 (75.29%)  14,776 909 

8  36,565 (55.79%)  24,688 3,772 

16  26,845 (40.96%)  28,194 9,986 
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Table 4.27  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Girl2 Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  59,133 (90.23%)  5,892 - 

4  49,452 (75.46%)  15,185 388 

8  39,873 (60.84%)  22,961 2,191 

16  25,951 (39.60%)  31,722 7,352 

 

Table 4.28  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Girl3 Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  60,860 (92.86%)  4,165 - 

4  53,980 (82.37%)  10,880 165 

8  47,577 (72.60%)  16,339 1,109 

16  38,956 (59.44%)  22,503 3,566 

 

Table 4.29  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Jellybean Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  63,221 (96.47%)  1,804 - 

4  61,099 (93.23%)  3,761 165 

8  57,148 (87.20%)  6,647 1,230 

16  51,853 (79.12%)  10,350 2,822 
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Table 4.30  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the House Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  62,138 (94.82%)  2,887 - 

4  57,309 (87.45%)  7,471 245 

8  43,958 (67.07%)  19,988 1,079 

16  30,473 (46.50%)  19,669 4,883 

 

Table 4.31  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Tree Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  58,032 (88.55%)  6,993 - 

4  45,055 (68.75%)  18,605 1,365 

8  31,844 (48.59%)  26,280 6,901 

16  22,908 (34.95%)  27,428 14,689 

 

Table 4.32  The Numbers of Pixels According to Conditions Under the Rule 4 of the 

Prediction Scheme for the Sandiego Image 

 

Number of 

quantized colors 

Three adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

Two adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

None of adjacent pixels 

are in the same region 

2  47,257 (72.11%)  17,768 - 

4  30,641 (46.75%)  30,650 3,734 

8  20,185 (30.80%)  33,707 11,133 

16  11,216 (17.11%)  32,048 21,761 
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Table 4.33  Images Sorted by Achieved Bit Rates (% Represents the Percentage of 

Number of Pixels with Three Adjacent Pixels Locating in a Same Region ) 

 

Image’s Names  Bit Rates  %  Number of Colors  Number of Pixels 

tiffany 1.02 97.64  79,432 262,144 

airplane 1.18 95.49  77,041 262,144 

jellybean 1.25 96.47  18,646 65,536 

house 1.36 94.82  33,925 65,536 

girl 1.5 97.17  36,395 414,720 

boat 1.53 95.53  140,971 453,312 

kodim03 1.6 94.84  34,871 393,216 

girl3  1.65 92.86  40,879 65,536 

kodim07 1.72 91.85  37,552 393,216 

kodim04 1.82 91.72  31,716 393,216 

pepper 1.86 94.93  183,525 262,144 

sandiego 1.88 72.11  44,753 65,536 

kodim01 1.92 88.17  19,182 393,216 

kodim06 1.95 86.59  25,964 393,216 

pens 2.03 91.87  121,057 245,760 

yacht 2.04 89.86  150,053 245,760 

lena.bmp 2.08 93.49  59,823 262,144 

kodim02 2.1 94.84  13,452 393,216 

fruits 2.11 96.74  160,476 245,760 

cornfield 2.11 84.91  134,514 245,760 

cablecar  2.12 90.62  130,416 245,760 

goldhill 2.15 89.09  90,966 414,720 

tree 2.18 88.55  44,380 65,536 

flowers 2.26 93.99  89,648 181,000 

girl2 2.33 90.23  32,519 65,536 

kodim08 2.34 82.34  45,558 393,216 

couple 2.54 88.54  26,565 65,536 

kodim05 2.65 80.69  63,558 393,216 

monarch 2.75 91.42  78,617 393,216 

baboon 2.75 78.65 220 240,000 
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Table 4.34  Results of the Running Time 

 

Elapsed Time (seconds) 
Image Name and 
Number of 

Quantized Colors 
Pre-

processing 
Color 

Quantization 

Residual 
Error 

Calculation 
Huffman 
Coding 

Total 
Running 
Time 
(seconds) 

1. boat     

2 color quantization 1050.43 75.23 1412.84 753.61 3,292.11 

4 color quantization 1138.25 79.19 1437.30 761.24 3,415.98 

8 color quantization 1175.62 85.22 1399.21 802.58 3,462.63 

16 color quantization  1032.02 94.33 1429.39 781.99 3,337.73 

2. girl       

2 color quantization 850.63  64.80 1202.35 589.35 2,707.13 

4 color quantization 853.04 70.68 1158.08 617.54 2,699.34 

8 color quantization 878.12 77.13 1176.25 576.42 2,707.92 

16 color quantization  902.47 83.54 1211.27 599.53 2,796.81 

3. goldhill       

2 color quantization 780.63 61.13 1152.04 529.95 2,523.75 

4 color quantization 794.29 66.55 1201.62 577.32 2,639.78 

8 color quantization 882.37 74.82 1199.34 564.16 2,720.69 

16 color quantization  898.63 81.37 1162.11 583.39 2,725.50 

4. monarch       

2 color quantization 583.81 40.44 856.28 360.19 1,840.72 

4 color quantization 614.69 48.12 812.34 388.98 1,864.31 

8 color quantization 625.96 55.75 849.05 377.86 1,908.62 

16 color quantization  598.18 59.52 880.71 323.78 1,862.19 

5. kodim01       

2 color quantization 610.66 25.22 856.94 329.15 1,821.97 

4 color quantization 564.35 38.22 831.53 307.35 1,741.45 

8 color quantization 605.10 43.05 849.84 337.40 1,835.39 

16 color quantization  598.77 57.08 860.77 287.88 1,804.50 
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Table 4.34  (Continued) 
 

Elapsed Time (seconds) 
Image Name and 
Number of 

Quantized Colors 
Pre-

processing 
Color 

Quantization 

Residual 
Error 

Calculation 
Huffman 
Coding 

Total 
Running 
Time 
(seconds) 

6. kodim02     

2 color quantization 591.91 11.17 802.37 351.99 1,757.44 

4 color quantization 644.30 18.29 860.14 359.40 1,882.13 

8 color quantization 627.39 27.56 837.59 360.99 1,853.53 

16 color quantization  588.68 36.59 885.99 340.97 1,852.23 

7. kodim03       

2 color quantization 596.52 30.37 860.39 235.70 1,722.98 

4 color quantization 598.13 40.81 915.80 243.06 1,797.80 

8 color quantization 685.40 48.05 858.23 261.43 1,853.11 

16 color quantization  644.38 54.08 860.77 287.88 1,847.11 

8. kodim04       

2 color quantization 580.66 25.22 856.94 329.15 1,791.97 

4 color quantization 575.80 40.13 865.13 347.98 1,754.81 

8 color quantization 548.71 45.40 914.32 311.46 1,819.89 

16 color quantization  612.99 50.64 860.77 349.31 1,873.71 

9. kodim05       

2 color quantization 570.71 37.22 893.25 384.17 1,885.35 

4 color quantization 636.12 49.92 864.02 407.35 1,957.41 

8 color quantization 662.30 60.33 919.84 337.40 1,979.87 

16 color quantization  538.92 67.21 899.78 377.68 1,883.59 

10. kodim06       

2 color quantization 547.26 18.56 789.73 389.90 1,745.45 

4 color quantization 572.08 24.12 803.07 357.54 1,756.81 

8 color quantization 558.97 33.05 839.84 395.05 1,826.91 

16 color quantization  605.34 39.59 834.62 417.98 1,897.53 

11. kodim07       

2 color quantization 556.29 32.65 853.51 321.24 1,763.69 

4 color quantization 611.49 39.32 794.98 330.56 1,776.35 

8 color quantization 597.19 43.35 812.27 279.53 1,732.34 

16 color quantization  629.91 52.57 841.91 301.31 1,825.70 
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Table 4.34  (Continued) 
 

Elapsed Time (seconds) 
Image Name and 
Number of 

Quantized Colors 
Pre-

processing 
Color 

Quantization 

Residual 
Error 

Calculation 
Huffman 
Coding 

Total 
Running 
Time 
(seconds) 

12. kodim08     

2 color quantization 548.55 35.22 798.37 364.76 1,746.90 

4 color quantization 576.24 39.38 811.14 372.23 1,798.99 

8 color quantization 595.12 43.45 843.24 367.41 1,849.22 

16 color quantization  589.70 55.19 860.71 382.36 1,887.96 

13. airplane       

2 color quantization 206.35 50.52 309.56 95.70 662.13 

4 color quantization 210.52 59.21 328.25 100.21 698.19 

8 color quantization 199.23 65.24 333.13 103.74 701.34 

16 color quantization  201.10 74.22 356.81 95.44 727.57 

14. baboon       

2 color quantization 184.27 0.28 236.67 109.13 530.35 

4 color quantization 179.32 1.97 232.43 98.92 512.64 

8 color quantization 192.79 3.44 249.33 121.23 566.79 

16 color quantization  190.34 5.89 260.87 115.38 572.48 

15. cablecar       

2 color quantization 201.42 70.98 252.14 114.10 638.64 

4 color quantization 219.26 76.29 287.03 135.32 717.90 

8 color quantization 199.83 87.21 240.38 122.46 649.88 

16 color quantization  215.39 93.26 261.77 117.54 687.96 

16. cornfield       

2 color quantization 213.53 72.20 236.92 129.14 651.79 

4 color quantization 208.38 79.09 271.88 116.38 675.73 

8 color quantization 215.12 84.78 239.65 127.43 666.98 

16 color quantization  223.84 90.32 260.42 120.98 695.56 

17. flowers       

2 color quantization 128.56 25.28 155.89 90.10 399.83 

4 color quantization 117.38 38.23 162.52 97.26 415.39 

8 color quantization 132.17 43.95 149.24 104.75 430.11 

16 color quantization  122.03 49.76 178.74 101.32 451.85 
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Table 4.34  (Continued) 
 

Elapsed Time (seconds) 
Image Name and 
Number of 

Quantized Colors 
Pre-

processing 
Color 

Quantization 

Residual 
Error 

Calculation 
Huffman 
Coding 

Total 
Running 
Time 
(seconds) 

18. fruits     

2 color quantization 262.51 70.52 289.63 130.67 753.33 

4 color quantization 225.63 77.62 252.64 134.19 690.08 

8 color quantization 247.19 83.25 253.80 128.72 712.96 

16 color quantization  241.54 87.14 273.65 142.36 744.69 

19. lena       

2 color quantization 295.75 36.78 311.94 219.15 863.62 

4 color quantization 274.70 42.92 299.31 223.35 840.28 

8 color quantization 283.19 54.89 309.54 218.40 866.02 

16 color quantization  290.18 61.64 333.87 213.86 899.55 

20. pens       

2 color quantization 277.96 67.11 296.70 224.25 866.02 

4 color quantization 259.34 71.64 273.53 231.38 835.89 

8 color quantization 282.13 79.25 301.85 218.48 881.71 

16 color quantization  268.97 84.35 281.91 233.98 869.21 

21. pepper       

2 color quantization 287.42 77.12 306.28 222.80 893.62 

4 color quantization 294.32 82.67 291.05 237.17 905.21 

8 color quantization 275.18 89.24 300.37 229.02 893.81 

16 color quantization  286.67 95.65 297.86 210.76 890.94 

22. tiffany       

2 color quantization 277.68 53.31 301.97 217.15 850.11 

4 color quantization 284.72 60.64 292.56 228.32 866.24 

8 color quantization 285.13 67.55 289.84 257.44 893.96 

16 color quantization  293.31 73.59 290.15 246.08 903.13 

23. yacht       

2 color quantization 269.52 76.09 296.71 243.34 885.66 

4 color quantization 274.90 84.93 303.50 232.28 986.61 

8 color quantization 285.66 90.47 317.83 251.78 945.74 

16 color quantization  288.51 95.38 321.99 244.80 950.68 
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Table 4.34  (Continued) 
 

Elapsed Time (seconds) 
Image Name and 
Number of 

Quantized Colors 
Pre-

processing 
Color 

Quantization 

Residual 
Error 

Calculation 
Huffman 
Coding 

Total 
Running 
Time 
(seconds) 

24. couple     

2 color quantization 61.37 19.66 53.34 16.38 150.75 

4 color quantization 62.33 25.67 52.66 20.74 161.40 

8 color quantization 59.50 33.72 55.83 14.83 163.88 

16 color quantization  60.30 39.89 55.40 14.65 170.24 

25. girl2       

2 color quantization 85.41 23.46 62.73 45.29 216.89 

4 color quantization 90.24 30.23 59.70 44.79 224.96 

8 color quantization 93.48 34.67 73.06 46.33 247.54 

16 color quantization  88.21 42.97 66.76 37.24 235.18 

26. girl3       

2 color quantization 70.09 30.87 56.94 32.15 190.05 

4 color quantization 64.71 36.03 61.42 47.82 209.98 

8 color quantization 65.33 47.12 62.85 49.33 224.63 

16 color quantization  78.32 54.23 60.47 38.21 231.23 

27. jellybean       

2 color quantization 52.02 7.208 61.60 11.29 132.12 

4 color quantization 48.61 12.24 77.37 11.77 149.99 

8 color quantization 49.23 19.98 62.34 13. 98 145.53 

16 color quantization  48.55 22.60 65.66 12.08 148.89 

28. house       

2 color quantization 60.63 27.21 56.09 39.74 183.67 

4 color quantization 64.27 39.14 61.55 37.95 202.91 

8 color quantization 75.99 45.87 59.86 47.33 229.05 

16 color quantization  58.28 52.39 60.36 39.81 210.84 

29. tree       

2 color quantization 78.49 33.66 59.82 47.89 219.86 

4 color quantization 63.21 41.54 67.93 52.67 225.35 

8 color quantization 65.79 48.30 70.75 47.40 232.24 

16 color quantization  68.09 55.18 67.27 49.58 240.12 
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Table 4.34  (Continued) 
 

Elapsed Time (seconds) 
Image Name and 
Number of 

Quantized Colors 
Pre-

processing 
Color 

Quantization 

Residual 
Error 

Calculation 
Huffman 
Coding 

Total 
Running 
Time 
(seconds) 

30. sandiego     

2 color quantization 67.34 34.76 82.32 49.15 233.57 

4 color quantization 74.28 47.18 71.21 47.03 239.70 

8 color quantization 75.37 53.25 79.68 51.80 260.10 

16 color quantization  68.22 60.02 80.71 50.43 259.38 

 



CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

A new and simple predictive coding algorithm is proposed in this dissertation 

for  lossless  image  compression.  The  proposed  algorithm  uses  information  on  the 

quantized colors of neighboring pixels to estimate the current pixel color value based 

on  the  majority  of  neighboring pixels  with  the  same  quantized  color.  This  heuristic 

method  used  for  prediction  relies  on  the  fact  that  if  at  least two  of  the  neighboring 

pixels have the same quantized color, the current pixel is likely to be similar to these 

neighboring pixels too. The neighboring pixels and the current pixels could be located 

within  a  part  of  the  image  in  which  the  pixels  exhibit  similarities.  If  there  are  such 

similarities among neighboring pixels, the color value of the current pixel is estimated 

to be the average of these similar neighboring pixels.  

As  the  proposed  algorithm  is  based  on  the  predictive  encoding  scheme,  the 

compression  rate  achieved  by  the  algorithm can  be  higher  if  the  expected  residual 

error  value  becomes  smaller.    It  can also  be  shown  that  the  upper  bound  on  the 

expected residual error value depends inversely on the number of quantization colors 

or the sizes of quantized color regions and proportionally on the frequency of at least 

two  of  the  adjacent  pixels  of  any  pixel  having  the  same  quantized  color.    As  the 

number of quantized colors increases, the quantized color regions become smaller and 

the  frequency  of  at  least  two  of  the  adjacent  pixels  of  any  pixels  having  the  same 

quantized  color  also  decreases.  Hence,  an optimal  number  of  quantized  colors  can 

yield the best compression rate for a given image.  

Experiments were performed on thirty test images. The test images comprise 

of twelve large size images, eleven medium size images and seven small size images. 

All  are  true  color  images.  The  proposed algorithm  yields  better  compression  rates 

than the two popular lossless image compression methods of JPEG-LS and PNG. The 

experiment  results  show  that  color  quantization  for  two  color regions  is  enough  to 
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give the best compression rates and therefore the proposed algorithm is quite efficient 

to perform. 

The  compression  bit  rate  also  depends on  the  percentage  of  the  number  of 

pixels with three adjacent pixels located in the same region (see Table 4.33). Images 

with high percentages of the number, e.g. 95-98 %, achieve very good bit rate. If we 

consider the characteristics of these images, it can be seen that these images have a lot 

of areas with the same colors and/or low color contrast. In general, it can be seen that 

the higher the percentage of the number of pixels with three adjacent pixels located in 

the  same  region  of  the  image  (higher  locality of  pixel  colors),  the  better  bit  rate  is 

achieved by the proposed algorithm as the color estimation of the algorithm becomes 

more accurate and therefore smaller residual errors to be encoded. 
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